Adjusting the Mail Transport Jobs display

iQ.Suite Tips & Tricks for Microsoft Exchange / SMTP

There are various options to adjust the display view of iQ.Suite Jobs, in order to keep track of the various jobs, especially if a large number of jobs is to be managed.

Step by Step:

If a large number of iQ.Suite Jobs occurs in combination with a variety of iQ.Suite modules, the overview can become a bit unclear.

In order to adjust the view, you can switch into the "View" menu by using the right mouse button to click on "Mail Transport Jobs". Here, the fields "Modules", Active/Inactive Jobs” and “Job Icons” are available.
In “Modules”, the view can be limited to a certain iQ.Suite module. Thus, only the iQ.Suite Jobs of the selected module are displayed.

With “Active/Inactive Jobs”, only active iQ.Suite Jobs are shown.
The displayed icons can be adjusted in “Job-Icons“. If the standard setting is used, the icons of the respective iQ.Suite Modules are displayed. By switching to “Email Flow”, icons that reflect the “direction” of the job are shown according to address rules (e.g. inbound, outbound).

The selected view remains active while the MMC console is open. The standard view is used after the console is restarted.